Sample MCQ

For each question indicate whether each item is TRUE or FALSE.

38  The ABPI Code of Practice requires in printed promotional material that
    A. claims for market share of a product are substantiated
    B. comparative evidence with other products is provided
    C. the number of the relevant marketing authorisation is given
    D. qualitative list of the active ingredients using approved names is provided
    E. the name and address of the Licence Holder is stated

40  The following are recognised effects of treatment with lithium salts.
    A. thyrotoxicosis
    B. diabetes insipidus
    C. weight loss
    D. tremor
    E. increase in congenital cardiovascular anomalies

50  Characteristics of Prescription Event Monitoring for post-marketing
    Surveillance of new drugs include:
    A. the study of large numbers of patients (eg 10,000)
    B. the recording of all medically significant events
    C. the availability of properly matched control data for comparisons
    D. the ability to begin a study as soon as a drug is marketed
    E. the possibility of making corrections for events caused by other drugs being taken other than the study drug